
Aluminium Folding Table 120cm Portable Indoor Outdoor Picnic Party
Camping Tables

RRP: $134.95

Getting ready to enjoy summer picnics at the park or impromptu beach

seafood feasts? Don't forget to take along this easy-store portable folding

table by Randy & Travis Machinery. Perfect for camping trips or as an

extra table for holiday get-togethers, this table is a summertime accessory

you won't want to be without. It comes with an attached handle and folds

up into an easy-carry, easy-store carrying case. Its light weight makes it

an excellent choice for travelling, yet its more than 9kg weight capacity

can hold a wide variety of foods.

Use it as a kids' table to give the little ones a place of their own at holiday

feasts or as a side table for salads or desserts. Adjust it to 54, 61, or 70

cm height to accommodate kids of various sizes. A security latch prevents

accidental collapse, while locking legs provide added stability.

With its weather-resistant aluminium construction, you can use it both

inside and out. For studio apartments, this table is a must-have,

particularly if you love entertaining. Its adjustable glides protect your floor

from scratches and dents.

This folding table provides extra space for four guests but folds away

neatly after the party's over. When folded up, its compact footprint takes

up little space in your wardrobe or other storage spaces. A great gift for

camping fans, young people in their first apartment, or families with young

kids – or a great accessory for those who love entertaining, this table is

something you won't want to do without. Get yours today!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Dimensions: 120 x 60 x 54/61/70 cm (L x W x H) as with 3
adjustable heights
Material: Aluminium (table) and nylon (protective glides)
Colour: White
Height-adjustable
Security latch on the centre hinge prevents collapse
Locking legs provide stability on nearly every surface.
Adjustable glides protect your floor
Folds into a self-contained carrying case, complete with handle
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